ABSTRACT Optimal frames have been used in signal processing to minimize the reconstruction errors when erasures occurred during the frame coefficient transmission, and much of the recent work has been focused either on characterizations or on the constructions of optimal frames (or dual frames) prior to signal encoding. In this paper, we propose a new approach, based on the method of optimal directions, which can search adaptively optimal dual frames in the process of signal reconstruction. We provide concrete algorithms for constructing adaptive optimal dual frames and the reconstruction of signals. In addition, several numerical experiments are presented to demonstrate the efficiency and comparison of the new method with the existed methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Frames were first introduced by Duffin and Schaeffer [1] in the context of nonharmonic Fourier expansions, and today they have application in a wide range of areas. Frames are generalizations of Riesz bases that provide basis-like but generally non-unique representations of vectors in a Hilbert space. Moreover, these expansions possess a variety of desirable stability properties [1] , [2] . In the last thirty years, extensive research on the theory of frames and its applications has been conducted after the landmark work of Daubechies et al. [3] . One of the important features of frames is the redundancy property that allows great construction flexibility and reconstruction stability that are demanded in many engineering applications such as in signal/image processing, coding theory, data compression and samplings [4] - [6] . For example, in signal processing, frames can provide resilience to additive noise [7] , resilience to quantization [8] , numerical stability of reconstruction [7] , and greater freedom to capture signal characteristic [9] - [11] . For some recent developments and applications of frame theory we refer to [1] , [2] , and [12] - [28] for some detailed discussions.
In this paper we focus on problems where frame theory can be applied to signal decompositions and reconstructions where erasures occurred in the data transmission process.
Modern communication systems often require us to transport packets of data from a source to a recipient, during the transmission process, the encoded data set (i.e., the frame coefficients of the encoded signal vectors) may get lost due to variety of reasons, for example, buffer overflows at the intermediate routers, global conditions in the network such as congestion, capacity of transmission channels etc. In this case the receivers can only receive part of the encoded data set which leads to the erasure problem [26] : Reconstructing or approximating the encoded signals from an erasure corrupted data set. To deal with the reconstruction problem with erasures, one natural approach is to find ''optimal frames" prior to coding that minimize the reconstruction errors with respect to different type of measurements. For example, characterizations of optimal (with respect to matrix norm measurement) Parseval frames or optimal dual frames have been extensively investigated (c.f. [5] , [16] , [17] , [20] , [21] , [26] , [27] ) in recent years. It was known that uniform (length) tight frames are optimal for 1-erasure, and equiangular frames are optimal for 2-erasures [16] . Han, Leng and Lopez in [17] and [18] considered the question of finding optimal dual frames for decoding when a frame has been preselected for encoding. By a simple compactness argument, among all the dual frames for a preselected frame, they found that there exists one (may not be unique) that is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the maximal (with respect to all the possible erasure locations with a fixed cardinality) reconstruction error. The optimal dual frame is good for the worst case scenario, however, it may not be the optimal for a particular class of input signals. The purpose of this paper is to propose a new approach that allows to produce a ''dual frame" that is optimal adaptively to the input signals. The new method on searching for an optimal dual frame is based on the MOD introduced in [34] and it minimizes the error on reconstructing the encoded vectors, and we will call the dual frame as a New Optimal Dual (NOD).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly review some necessary definitions and basic properties about frames. The new search method and algorithm for finding an optimal dual frame that is adaptive to input signals will be proposed in Section III. In Section IV, we present the numerical algorithm and examples to compare the efficiency of our proposed method NOD with the general optimal dual (GOD) proposed in [17] .
II. PRELIMINARIES
Let H be a separable n-dimensional (real or complex) Hilbert space. A family of the vectors
The optimal constants ( the maximal for A and minimal for B) are known as the lower and upper frame bounds, respectively. If A = B, it is called a tight frame. If A = B = 1, it is called a Parseval frame. When ϕ i = ϕ j for all i, j ∈ I , we call the frame {ϕ i } i∈I uniform. If | ϕ i , ϕ j | is a constant for all i = j, then we call this frame as an equiangular frame. Let = {ϕ i } i∈I be a frame for H . Define the analysis operator : H −→ l 2 (I ) by
whose rows are the transposed frame vectors ϕ * i , that is
The adjoint operator * :
If we let S = * , then we obtain the frame operator
which is a bounded, invertible and self-adjoint operator on H . The frame operator plays an important role in the reconstruction of a vector f using its frame coefficients { f , ϕ i } i∈I . Then, every f ∈ H can be represented as
The relation (2) is called the reconstruction formula.
A collection of vectors = {ψ i } i∈I ⊂ H is called a dual frame for = {ϕ i } i∈I if it satisfies the reconstruction formula
This implies that frame {S −1 ϕ i } i∈I is a dual frame of = {ϕ i } i∈I , which is called the canonical dual frame. If a dual frame = {ψ i } i∈I is not the canonical dual frame, it is called an alternate dual frame.
Theorem 1 (c.f. [17] ): For given a frame {ϕ i } i∈I , a sequence {ψ i } i∈I is an alternate dual for {ϕ i } i∈I if and only if for all
i.e., * H = * H = 0, where H and are analysis operators for H = {h i } i∈I and = {ϕ i } i∈I , respectively. By computing the trace of H * , it is easy to get: Lemma 1 [17] : Let = {ϕ i } i∈I and H = {h i } i∈I be two finite sequences in H such that *
Before stating our results, for well chosen frame, we can reconstruct signal. To be precise, we give the following lemma.
Lemma 2 [33] : Let = {ϕ i } i∈I be a frame for H . If an erasure set c ⊂ I satisfies the minimal redundancy condition, i.e., span{ϕ i : i / ∈ c } = H , then {ϕ i } i / ∈ c is a frame for H .
In this paper, we only work on finite dimensional Hilbert spaces and so the frames we will use the ones that consist of finitely many vectors. Let = {ϕ i } k i=1 be a finite frame for a Hilbert space H of dimension n. To ensure the redundancy of the frame, we will always assume that k > n.
The following is the standard signal processing model with erasures:
More precisely, a signal vector x ∈ H is encoded as
against an encoding frame {ϕ i } k i=1 in coding theory. Then y = (x) ∈ R k is transmitted to a receiver for reconstruction of the signal x. Suppose, in the transmission process, some of the coefficients in the encoded data y get lost. So the receiver has to reconstructs x from partial frame coefficients. Due to the redundancy property of the frame (when k > n), it is still possible that x can be perfectly reconstructed even if a few frame coefficients are lost. In [33] , Larson and Scholze have gave that the perfect reconstruction is possible as long as erased coefficients are indexed by a set that satisfies the minimal redundancy condition. If we choose to find a simple approximation of x, then it is natural to usē
where = {ψ i } i∈I is a dual frame for = {ϕ i } i∈I , is the index set corresponding to the received frame coefficients and E , = i∈ c ψ i ⊗ϕ i is the error operator. Then the optimal dual frame problem transfers to characterize or find a dual frame that minimizes
Since we are working on finite frames, a simple compactness argument implies the existence of optimal dual frames. However, characterizing the optimal dual frame still remains open although some partial results have been obtained, such as [17] and [18] . For well structured frames (for example, group representation frames) the canonical dual is usually optimal.
Theorem 2 [17] :
be a frame for an n-dimensional Hilbert space H and S be its frame operator.
1) If S −1 ϕ i · ϕ i is a constant for all i, then the canonical dual frame is the unique optimal dual for any m-erasures.
is a uniform tight frame for H , then the canonical dual frame is the unique optimal dual frame of for any m-erasures. In real-world applications, frames with nice structural properties may not be as suitable as those that are sometimes irregular (for the purpose of modeling irregular signals/images, etc). In this case, on the one hand it might be difficult to find an optimal dual, and on the other hand the optimal dual may not be the best choice anymore. This leads us to explore other alternate approaches that can be easily implemented and select ''optimal" dual frames for a given (preselected) frame.
III. METHOD OF OPTIMAL DUAL FRAMES

Given a frame
Suppose that in the transmission process, some of coefficients in the encoded data y l are erased and we want to reconstruct x l with the receivedȳ l . As a first step, we will use the canonical dual of
where is the set of all i such that x l , ϕ i is received. The corresponding residual is r l = x l −x l , where · denotes the Euclidean norm in R n . The goal is to modify the canonical dual such that error r l is minimal.
For the set of M signal vectors, the mean squared error (MSE) can be calculated as
Recall that the alternate dual frames of = {ϕ i } k i=1 have the form:
where * H = 0. The optimal dual problem asks for finding a dual frame that minimizes the reconstruction errors, i.e., to find the h i such that the total MSE, given by
becomes as small as possible. Let
Then the new residual is
The idea is to adjust the vectors h i in such a manner that we will get a smaller total MSE:
Note that
If equation (8) is satisfied, then i∈ j∈
where
We want to find the minimum of M l=1 r l 2 . This is equivalent to finding the minimum of the left side of equation (9). So we require
where q ∈ , and p = 1, 2, · · · , n. After some manipulations we get
This can be written as a matrix equation:
According to equation (10), A is symmetric. The matrix H contains the optimal adjustment vectors, and
According to [34] , A is full rank, we get
Since M l=1 r l 2 can not be less than 0, we know that the problem has a minimum solution. Given A is full rank, then the equation (12) has only one solution which is the minimum solution.
Obviously, h i can only be obtained for i ∈ from equation (12) . Next, we compute the h i , i ∈ c . According to equation (6) and Theorem 1, if {S −1 ϕ i + h i } is a dual frame of the frame {ϕ i } k i=1 , for any x ∈ H , we have
We can also use rank one operator notation (x ⊗ y)z = z, y x to write the above equation as i∈ c
ϕ i ⊗ h i and Z = {z i } i∈ be a dual to the reduced
Given
. Given * Z is row full rank, which has right inverse. We have
By using the D = i∈ c
where c and H c are the analysis operators of {ϕ i } i∈ c and {h i } i∈ c , respectively.
Let
which can be written as
This is equivalent to solving the following normal linear systems:
Combine (13) with (15), obviously, we can find a solution
is a dual frame of the frame {ϕ i } k i=1 . Thus, we obtain the following conclusion:
be a frame for Hilbert space H . Suppose that the matrix A is invertible. For i ∈ , let H be unique minimum solution given by (12) . Then we can find adaptively optimal dual frames
that minimizes the total MSE. Under an assumption that A is invertible for almost all random input signals x for various M and n, we explore numerically the relationship between the condition number of matrix A and the ratio of M n . In numerical experiment, we only suppose that the erasure location is 1 (see the following Fig.2) , the other cases have the similar conclusions.
From the above observations, we find that the smaller the ratio M n is, the larger the condition number of A is, then it maybe unstable (or singular). This implies that the reconstruction is more stable with high redundance frames.
Based on the above observation, we propose the following algorithm (see Algorithm 1), which allows us to update a 
we can obtain H 2 by using equation (15 (6)), 20: Compute r = x − x new . dual frame based on MSE. In the next section, we will give some numerical simulations to show the effectiveness of this algorithm.
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present some numerical experiments to show the effectiveness of the algorithm. Moreover, we compare our proposed method (NOD) with the general optimal dual (GOD) proposed in [17] for signal erasures problems. All the experiments are performed by using MAT-LAB (R2014a) on a computer equipped with an Inter (R) Core (TM) i5 3.20 GHz processor, with 4GB of RAM, and running Windows 7. We consider the case n = 2 and k = 3 and an example of a frame whose optimal dual is not the canonical dual (see [17] ). Let 1 = {ϕ i } 3 i=1 be given by
Then its frame operator and inverse are given by
and the canonical dual {S −1 ϕ i } is 3 4
It has been proved in [17] that the frame
is the unique optimal dual for {ϕ i } 3 i=1 , and the canonical dual frame is not the optimal dual.
Another frame we consider is the well-known MercedesBenz frame 2 According to Theorem 2, the canonical dual frame for 2 is the only optimal dual frame. The frame operator and its inverse are given by S = For simplicity, we first choose the original signal X = (1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 1) T (here M = 3) to calculate the errors caused by both 1-erasure and 2-erasures. The following Table 1 shows the comparison of the reconstruction errors for the two methods.
One can find that the reconstruction accuracy by the proposed method in this paper is better for 1-erasure case. A more intuitive comparison is demonstrated by Fig. 3 . Assume that blue dotted line is original signals which will be transmitted from an encoder to a receiver. Suppose that some blue circles of line are the test signal vectors which will be encoded, transmitted and reconstructed according to the process in Fig.1 . We use the frame 1 = {ϕ i } 3 i=1 to encode these vectors. Then we use the NOD and the GOD methods to decode the received encoded vectors, respectively. Suppose that the third coefficient of every encoded vector is lost in the transmission. The reconstruction results are compared in Fig. 3 . Now we consider more general random signals X ∈ R 50 and sparse signals Y ∈ R 50 , which will be transmitted from a sender to a receiver. The test signal vectors will be encoded, transmitted and reconstructed according to the process in Fig.1 . We use both the frames 1 and 2 for encoding, and then apply the GOD and the NOD frames to decode the received encoded vectors when some of the frame coefficients are lost. The reconstruction errors for the two methods by using 1 and 2 are demonstrated in Tables 2 and 3 , respectively, which still show that the NOD method noticeably outperforms the GOD method in [17] in terms of reconstruction errors.
Furthermore, we use more plots in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 to help demonstrate the comparison. The test signals are ''random signal'' and ''sparse signals'' and the accuracy eps = 0.00001. These are the visual comparisons about reconstruction errors when the frame 1 is used to encode and both its GOD frame and NOD frame are used to decode. Since all the other cases have the similar experimental results, we only consider the case when the third coefficient is lost, and the case when both the first and third coefficients are lost. We observe that our proposed method (NOD) is better than the GOD in reconstruction of signals. Fig. 5 also shows that the (NOD) method performs well for sparse signal reconstructions. Fig. 6 demonstrates the visual effects for the residuals when the NOD method is applied and the test signals are random signals. Since the other cases have the similar conclusions. In Fig. 6 (a)-(d) present the residual signals referring to the difference of the original signals and the reconstruction signals. We observe that for the different random signals, our proposed method indeed achieves the minimize reconstruction errors.
We also do experiment with different frames such as 2-dimensional, 5-dimensional and 10-dimensional frames for the same signals. Here, we fix the accuracy eps = 0.00001 and choose the random signals X ∈ R 100 . Table 4 shows the reconstruction results by using our proposed method for different frames. The reconstruction result is worse when we use a 2-dimension frame. On the other hand, the reconstruction result is much better if we use a 10-dimension frame to encode the same signal and use the NOD frame for the reconstruction.
Similarly, the visual effects about our method for different given frames are given in Fig. 7 . We only present the case that the first and third coefficients are lost when random signals are used as the test signals.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new approach that allows to produce an adaptive ''dual frame'' that is optimal to the input signals. The new method on searching for an optimal dual frame is based on the MOD in [34] , and the numerical algorithm is easy to implement. Some numerical experiments indicate that the newly proposed method perform better than some existing methods for random signals. 
